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ABSTRACT

As power grids have evolved, IT has become integral to maintain-
ing reliable power. While providing operators improved situational
awareness and the ability to rapidly respond to dynamic situations,
IT concurrently increases the cyberattack threat surface – as recent
grid attacks such as Blackenergy and Crashoverride illustrate. To
defend against such attacks, modern power grids require a system
that can maintain reliable power during attacks and detect when
these attacks occur to allow for a timely response. To help address
limitations of prior work, we propose DRAGON– deep reinforce-
ment learning for autonomous grid operation and attack detection,
which (i) autonomously learns how to maintain reliable power
operations while (ii) simultaneously detecting cyberattacks. We
implement DRAGON and evaluate its effectiveness by simulating
different attack scenarios on the IEEE 14 bus power transmission
system model. Our experimental results show that DRAGON can
maintain safe grid operations 225.5% longer than a state-of-the-art
autonomous grid operator. Furthermore, on average, our detection
method reports a true positive rate of 92.9% and a false positive
rate of 11.4%, while also reducing the false negative rate by 63.1%
compared to a recent attack detection method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Smart grids, which integrate IT networks for enhanced monitoring
and control, are becoming increasingly targeted by cyber attack-
ers. Cyberattacks on the power grid can cause large-scale black-
outs, which may lead to critical safety and economic impacts, as
illustrated by recent attacks such as Blackenergy and Crashover-
ride [40, 45, 75]. During such attacks, attackers executed malicious
commands to reduce grid reliability and poisoned grid measure-
ments to delay effective response and remain undetected. Although
many security solutions exist for monitoring IT networks (the most
common initial point of compromise used during power grid at-
tacks) [12, 20, 21, 63], previous, successful grid attacks demonstrate
that adversaries intent on disrupting power grids can bypass these
measures and inflict damage. Thus, we propose DRAGON: an ad-
visory tool that monitors the grid to protect the grid by detecting
power grid attacks and proposing response actions to operators.

To minimize the damage caused by cyberattacks on the power
grid, DRAGON must maximize the number of attacks it detects
(true positive rate (TPR)) while also minimizing the number of false
alarms it generates (false positive rate (FPR)). The former minimizes
the damage to the grid while the latter minimizes alert fatigue.
Also, DRAGON should minimize the amount of time that an attack
remains undetected in a grid (attack dwell time). This also reduces
the damage caused by cyberattacks. Detecting attacks is critical,
but an operator must also continue to operate the grid reliably
during and after an attack. Unfortunately, most industrial control
systems (ICS) detection research has not considered this crucial
aspect [1, 8, 38, 64, 78, 87]. To aid human operators, DRAGON
explicitly considers reliability as its second objective. To accomplish
this objective, DRAGON contains a reliability component that acts
as an advisor. This tool helps operators by proposing control actions
that keep the grid in a reliable state for as long as possible. To assess
this component’s effectiveness, we measure the amount of time
that the grid serves all of its loads. By achieving these two core
objectives, DRAGON can help meet customers’ power demands in
an evolving grid, targeted by an increasing number of cyberattacks.

Despite numerous attack detection systems proposed by grid
researchers, there remains significant gaps in the detection of re-
alistic grid attacks. Previous work that detects ICS attacks using
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statistical [23, 28, 30, 36, 50, 68, 78] or physical models [2, 82] cannot
detect sophisticated attackers who leverage well-known physical
models to blend into normal operations more accurately than IT
systems [2]. In fact, in our evaluation, we show that a state-of-
the-art model-based detector [26] reports a 96.8% false negative
rate when detecting attackers who intentionally hide their actions.
In contrast, DRAGON is extremely accurate with a false negative
rate of 7.1%. Also, prior specification-based detection [22, 28, 56],
which detects deviations from normal state machine transitions,
suffers from state explosion in real-world power grids. For example,
the small grid [34] used in our evaluation has at least 1.59 ∗ 1024

states. To build a detector that can generalize to this state space,
DRAGON leverages machine learning (ML). Unfortunately, to train
supervised classifiers to distinguish between normal and attack
events, we would need a properly labeled training dataset, which is
challenging to build in adversarial environments where attackers
can distort information [61]. In contrast, DRAGON leverages deep
reinforcement learning (DRL) methods to produce agents that act
optimally with limited knowledge of the environment [61, 81] and
adapt to unseen events, which is particularly useful when detecting
sophisticated, dynamic cyberattacks. Background on power opera-
tions and reinforcement learning is given in Appendices A and B
respectively.

To maintain reliable power, past works have proposed manual,
planning and, expert systems based approaches. However, these ap-
proaches either cannot scale to realistic sized grids, take too much
time to make decisions, or do not consider realistic threat models.
Historically, power grids were relatively static, enabling operators
to rely on domain knowledge to address problems as they arose [41].
However, this is no longer the case, because modern power grids
are extremely large and highly dynamic. Even with the size of our
small grid, it is infeasible for operators to anticipate all possible sce-
narios where a response is needed in advance. Additionally, current
planning tools are insufficient as they cannot reason about cascad-
ing component failures, which cyberattacks can initiate [35]. To
design novel grid response tools that can reason about cyberattacks,
prior work investigated expert systems. While potentially able to
address an operator’s time constraints, it cannot define expert
heuristics that are effective in all diverse scenarios encountered
by the modern smart grid. For example, Marot et el. [55]’s expert
system only achieved a 75% success rate when trying to find actions
that remove all line overflows, clearly struggling to generalize.
Without a generalized solution, the system would likely require
reconfiguration or retraining, creating a large burden for operators.
To satisfy both the time and generalizability requirements, we in-
vestigate how ML algorithms can complement expert systems to
learn effective grid operation actions from limited training data and
generalize their learned knowledge to unseen scenarios. Supervised
learning would not be effective here because it is infeasible to create
a training dataset given the limitations of current grid operators
and expert systems.

We found that reinforcement learning (RL) can enhance prior
expert system-based approaches to achieve more reliable power.
Applying RL consists of two main steps – problem setup and train-
ing. To set up a RL problem, a practitioner defines a set of features
of an environment, different actions that affect the environment,
and a reward function that measures the quality of different actions

in the context of the overall goal of the problem. Then, an algo-
rithm is applied to train an agent to select actions that achieve the
goal. Stemming from the success of this research area, prominent
energy research and development organizations, Réseau de Trans-
port d’Électricité (RTE) [70] and Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) [18], initiated an open competition series called Learning
To Run a Power Network (L2RPN) that applies DRL to automate
operator response in power grid operations [53, 54]. Although this
competition produced operators that could maintain reliable power
against command injection attacks, they did not consider false data
injection attacks (FDIAs) that were seen in real-world attacks [76].

In this work, we proposeDRAGON: deep reinforcement learning
for autonomous grid operation and attack detection, an assistant
to grid operators that detects cyberattacks and proposes control
actions to maintain reliable grid operation. Our system defends
against adversaries that execute FDIAs and command injection
attacks simultaneously, observed in real-world cyberattacks [45].
To achieve both DRAGON’s detection and reliability objectives,
we design two customized DRL problems and apply DRL algo-
rithms to train an operator and a detector agent. The Operator
Agent proposes control actions that modify the grid’s topology
to keep the grid reliable for as long as possible, which is critical
for deployment as demand for electricity must be met even during
attack/remediation. The Detector Agent notifies the operator of
suspected cyberattacks while also minimizing false positives. These
alerts are necessary for removing attackers from power grids and
reducing the damage that attackers cause. As part of our problem
designs, we create feature spaces, actions, and rewards tailored to
reliable grid operation and timely attack detection.

Experimental results, using scenarios provided by RTE, show
that our operator agent can maintain reliable power for 225.5%
longer than a previous, top-performing, autonomous operator. Ad-
ditionally, our system detects attacks with an average TPR of 92.9%
and FPR of 11.4% when exposed to attackers with varying levels
of sophistication. We analyzed the false positive alerts raised by
our system to understand these situations and ultimately guide
operators in triage of potential false positives when DRAGON is
deployed in practice.

Our primary contributions in this paper are:
• We address the challenge of reliable power grid operation and
cyberattack detection by designing two DRL problems that algo-
rithms can solve. Our design involved careful selection of grid
features and development of specialized action sets. The key to
DRAGON’s success is the design of unique reward models that
were informed by real cyber threats to the grid. These novel
problem definitions enable DRAGON to maintain grid reliability
while simultaneously detecting cyberattacks.

• Through an extensive evaluation with a diverse set of grid scenar-
ios, we show thatDRAGON can detect cyberattacks 15.1 minutes
earlier than prior detection methods while reducing the FNR by
63.1%. Further, when deployed against sophisticated attackers,
DRAGON can maintain reliable power for 225.5% longer than a
state-of-the-art, autonomous operator.
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2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE AND THREAT

MODEL

In this section, we discuss a real-world power grid attack to demon-
strate DRAGON’s capabilities and then introduce our threat model.

2.1 Motivating Example: Metcalf Attack

To showcase DRAGON’s capabilities, we illustrate how the system
would function if deployed in the control center of the grid tar-
geted during the Metcalf attack. During this event, a transformer’s
cooling fins were physically damaged, shutting down the trans-
former [65, 86]. Such outages can cause significant damage to criti-
cal infrastructure and endanger citizens. After receiving an alarm,
the operator responded to the situation by rerouting power around
the site. We adapt this incident into a cyberattack case study in
§8.4 using known malware capabilities (e.g., HAVEX [17] and HAR-
VEY [25]) and the MITRE’s ATT&CK knowledge base [57].

If DRAGON was deployed in practice as part of the control
room’s monitoring software, it would assist the operator in de-
tecting and responding to this attack. First, if the envisioned cyber
attackers injected false data (to disguise its presence), DRAGON’s
detector agent would detect that there is an attack and alert the
human operator that a response action may be required. Concur-
rently, DRAGON’s operator agent would propose optimal response
actions to reconfigure the grid’s topology to maintain the grid’s
stability while the disabled transformers are repaired.

2.2 Threat Model

We consider an attacker who compromises a programmable logic
controller (PLC) in a substation that controls a line’s connection
status. Once the attacker establishes access to the PLC, the attacker
can block any operator command affecting this line. We assume
that the attacker maintains control of the line for the entirety of the
attack, which can last for multiple hours. Each attack is launched at
a randomly chosen time within 24 hours. We decided to limit the at-
tacker to compromise one PLC as we aim to detect stealthy attacks
and as an attacker compromises more devices, they leave behind
more traces that can reveal their presence. Instead of increasing
the attack impact by compromising multiple devices, our attacker
leverages cascading failures, which have been shown to result in
large-scale blackouts, requiring an effective response [6, 11, 42].
This poses a challenge for both the operator and detector agents.
Our attacker can also modify the grid measurements seen by the
operator. Such FDIAs are well studied in research [1, 47, 84] and ob-
served in real-world events [76]. With this attack vector, attackers
can hide evidence of their attacks and delay an effective response.
We assume an extremely strong FDIA threat model where the at-
tacker (1) has full information about the current grid measurements,
including the topology, (2) can modify any measurement in the op-
erator’s observation of the grid, and (3) has access to the same
monitoring and planning software used by the grid operator to
forecast the outcome of a control action. Even though it is unlikely
for attackers to have access to all three types of information, we
show in our evaluation that even in the extreme case, DRAGON
can still detect attacks. Finally, we assume that the attacker cannot
compromise the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
human machine interface (HMI) workstation where the operator
and detector agents run as these systems run Windows and use

Table 1: Power Grid Attack Detection Taxonomy. Describes

prior work’s threat models, detection features, whether they

evaluated on real grid data or IEEE synthetic grid models,

and which attack scenarios they investigated.

Threat

model

Ref. Features

Power grids

evaluated

Attack scenarios

Real data IEEE grids # Targets FDIA Network

SCADA

[73]
Radio

frequency
emissions

X 1 X

[47] 9, 14, 118, 300 X
[91] Expert rules X
[84] SCADA 24, 118 X
[1] SCADA 9, 14, 30 X

`PMU [38] `PMU, crafted
rules X 34 1

Grid load
manipulation [77] WSCC 9 4 - 300 IoT

devices

PLC [25] – 9 1
DRAGON SCADA 14 1 X

IT security solutions that could flag the attacker. Although these
security solutions could protect the HMI, the PLCs in the grid would
be left vulnerable, leading to the need for DRAGON.

2.3 Limitations of Related Work

Table 1 compares ICS attack/defense work, focusing on the threat
models adopted, the features used for detection, and their evalu-
ation setup. For a complete discussion of related work, refer to
§10. Compared to these works, DRAGON considers an adversary
with a number of unique features. First, unlike other papers that
analyze isolated attacks (where an attacker deploys an attack and
the detector responds), DRAGON considers attack strategies that
launch a sequence of multiple attacks. This is more realistic as, in
reality, attackers can deploy a sequence of malicious actions to max-
imize impact. Furthermore, our threat model challenges DRAGON
to respond to attacks earlier and prepare for imminent, future at-
tacks. Second, DRAGON considers attackers who deploy combined
attacks that damage grid components and poison sensor data. This
poses additional challenges that are not addressed by prior tools
such as An et al. [1], which consider sequential FDIAs. When the
attacker poison the operator’s grid view, the operator cannot di-
rectly see the attack. This can delay response and lead to more
damage. Next, in contrast with prior work, DRAGON takes the two
critical objectives into account, attack detection and reliable power.
The papers in Table 1 only consider detection, which could lead
to a destabilized grid during attack remediation. Lastly, while the
majority of papers analyze attackers who compromise the SCADA
HMI workstations, we consider attackers that infect a PLC device in
substations. Given that both attacks have been shown to be feasible
and that PLC based attacks have received less attention, we start to
fill this gap with our work.

3 OVERVIEW OF DRAGON

DRAGON’s core contribution is the design of customized RL prob-
lems that capture the objectives of reliable power and effective
cyberattack detection respectively. DRAGON applies DRL training
algorithms to these problem to produce high-performing operator
and detector agents. In this section, we introduce how these agents
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Figure 1: Overview of DRAGON’s operation and detection

problem definitions.

interact within a real power grid configuration and then discuss
technical challenges that DRAGON has to address.

3.1 Overview

DRAGON has two main phases: training and deployment, where
training occurs within a simulated grid environment and then the
trained agents can be deployed in a control room HMI’s digital
twin of the grid [66]. Figure 1 depicts the sequence of interactions
that the operator and detector agents have with the grid. 1 First,
the operator agent observes the current grid. Next, it proposes a
control command to the human operator that modifies the grid’s
topology to ensure that (i) all loads receive sufficient power and
(ii) lines’ thermal limits are not violated. After the human operator
accepts the proposed command, it is sent over the OT network to
the PLC that controls the targeted grid component. 2 After this,
any cyberattacker that has compromised this PLC can block the
incoming command and disconnect the compromised power line.
If the operator’s control command is not intercepted by an attacker,
the PLC will adjust its actuators to apply the requested command
to the physical grid. Then, the grid evolves until the HMI requests
sensor data from the grid. Note, these measurements could be falsi-
fied by FDIAs. 3 Lastly, the detector agent determines whether it
believes an attack occurred. During training, both agents receive
a reward that represents its action’s quality. The observations, ac-
tions, and rewards are saved to be used during the training process
by DRL algorithms, discussed in further detail in §6.
System Deployment in Practice. In this work, the training and
deployment phases use state-of-the-art simulation software. Al-
though using simulations allows us to evaluate our tool with differ-
ent configurations, this evaluation setup has the risk of not being
realistic, which we strive to mitigate. First, we use Grid2Op [15],
developed by researchers at RTE, a top transmission service opera-
tion R&D division [16], which uses a well-known KLU solver [14]
to run simulations. Next, we evaluate DRAGON on the IEEE 14 bus
model, which represents a portion of the real American Electric
Power System [34]. Lastly, the grid’s load and generation schedules
are populated with RTE’s historical data [16]. This setup paral-
lels our deployment scenario that uses a digital twin to mirror a
physical grid. The only difference is our SCADA measurements are
produced by simulations that replicate the physical reality whereas,
with the digital twin, measurements come from the real grid. We
believe that this setup represents reality as it is based on realistic
grid topologies, load and generation schedules, and well-known
power flow solvers. Note, this setup was used to evaluate research
from prior top cybersecurity conferences [33, 77].

3.2 Challenges Addressed

There are technical challenges that arise when designing and imple-
menting DRAGON. The first challenge is the state – action space
combinatorics. There are at least 1.59 ∗ 1024 states and 179 con-
trol commands in the small grid we evaluated. To make training
tractable, DRAGON must represent what it learns more compactly
than standard RL, which stores values for every state-action pair.
DRAGON addresses this challenge by using DRL to learn behaviors
that can generalize to multiple grid states, eliminating the need to
learn about each state (action) independently.

The second challenge is handling the combined physical/FDIAs
we consider. When an attacker poisons the operator’s view of the
grid after altering the grid’s topology, the operator’s response may
be delayed because they do not know that the grid is in a dangerous
state. To overcome this challenge, our operator uses DRL algorithms
where the rewards, based on the true grid state, guide the agent
(during training) towards learning to differentiate when the grid
view is corrupted to change their strategy accordingly.

4 MAINTAINING RELIABLE POWER GRID

OPERATION

When a cyberattack on a power grid occurs, it is critical that reliable
power is maintained during the attack and remediation. In this
section, we describe the RL problem we designed that captions this
goal and the trained agent’s action selection procedure.

4.1 Operation Problem Design

Our operation problem is a partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP) and includes threat-informed feature selection,
action space definition, and a threat-informed reward function.
Power Grid Observation Features. During each timestep, the
operator agent observes the current grid state through a feature
vector. As some aspects of the grid state may be hidden from the
operator (e.g., due to cyberattacks), the agent receives partial ob-
servations, which includes features related to generators and loads,
power flow, and line capacities. The complete list of features can
be found in Table 5 in Appendix D. Through experimentation, we
found that the agent struggled to maintain reliable power when
FDIAs were deployed because the agent must learn to propose con-
trol commands when evidence of an attack is removed. To improve
this agent, we leverage a common capability of grid operations that
predicts the outcome of control commands [88] to compute the
difference between the expected and actual outcome and include
this difference in the operator agent’s observation.
Possible Control Actions. Our operator agent can propose two
types of control actions to improve the grid’s reliability: line recon-
nections and substation reconfigurations. Each line in the grid can
be reconnected if it is de-energized. This action is useful when re-
covering from an attack by re-energizing lines after the attack ends.
An operator agent can also perform "bus bar" switching actions
on any of the substations [72]. Bus bar switching actions dictate
which, of the two buses within a substation each line carries power
through and can relieve line overflows. As the total number of
potential actions grows exponentially with grid size, we apply the
action reduction technique used by the second place team in the
2020 L2RPN competition [4] to make training more tractable. This
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technique samples a large set of scenarios and collects the actions
that result in the minimum sum of the percent utilization of all the
power lines. These actions are collected into the final action set.
For the IEEE 14 grid, we found 79 substation actions.
Grid Transitions. Transitioning from one state to another in-
volves a series of steps. First, the control command is applied and
the next load and generation setpoints are set. Next, any attackers
can begin or continue an attack. Finally, the power flow solver is
used to advance the grid to the next timestep (5 simulated min-
utes). Similar to L2RPN, lines with flows greater than twice their
thermal limits are disconnected, potentially resulting in cascading
outages. The simulation terminates when either (i) a load or gener-
ator is disconnected from the rest of the grid, or (ii) the grid breaks
into multiple, isolated sub-grids. Grid2Op [15] decided to stop the
simulation at these points, a behavior that we adopt.
Operator Agent Rewards. To train our operator to maintain grid
reliability, we define a custom reward function that communicates
the value of taking each action. If our operator reaches a terminal
state, it receives the minimum reward to encourage our operator
to maintain reliable power as long as possible. Otherwise, there
are three factors that contribute to the reward: grid connectivity

(GC), line capacities (PL), and generator re-dispatch (GD). The
GC reward is equal to the number of paths from a generator to a
load, averaged over all of the loads in the grid. Higher GC reward
means the grid is more likely to withstand line disconnections
because the loads can receive power from other generators when
one path is unavailable. Second, the PL reward encourages the
operator to minimize power line flows to avoid cascading failures.
It is defined as the ratio of power to a line’s capacity, summed
over the set of lines, L, (i.e.,

∑
∀ 𝑙∈L

𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑙
𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙_𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑙

). Lastly, the GD
reward captures the cost of changing the generation setpoints.

The three rewards are combined in a linear combination: 𝑟 =

𝑐𝐺𝐶𝑟𝐺𝐶 +𝑐𝑃𝐿𝑟𝑃𝐿 +𝑐𝐺𝐷𝑟𝐺𝐷 . The coefficients were assigned empiri-
cally by analyzing the relativemagnitudes of rewards andweighting
each type by importance. We weight 𝑟𝐺𝐶 the highest because lower
grid connectivity leads directly to load loss and terminal states. We
weight 𝑟𝑃𝐿 the second highest because, while overflowing lines can
cause cascades and eventual blackouts, these effects are delayed and
can be addressed after all loads are served. Finally, 𝑟𝐺𝐷 is weighted
lowest because it is not critical for a high performing agent.

4.2 Operator Control Action Selection

The operator agent decides what action to propose using the func-
tion discussed in this subsection. This function (or policy) has three
steps: Reconnection policy to keep as many power line connected
as possible, Boltzmann policy to prioritize the most promising ac-
tions, and simulation policy to choose the best action. First, if there
are lines that are disconnected and not under attack, the opera-
tor agent reconnects one of these lines. We use the reconnection
policy because many of the high-ranking teams in the L2RPN com-
petition adopted some version of automatically reconnecting lines.
Although our evaluation results using this policy are encouraging,
studies have found that in some cases, disconnecting a line can lead
to a more stable state [24]. Although we did not identify such a
circumstance in our evaluation, we will reevaluate this policy as
we apply DRAGON to different scenarios.

Wait

Post-attackPre-Attack

Attack Start

Attack EndDetect, r1

Continue, 0
Continue, r2

Detect, 0
Attack End

Wait

Figure 2: Attack Detection Transition and Reward Model

(solid arrows represent detection agent actions and rewards

while the dotted arrows are transitions caused by attacks).

If there are no lines that can be reconnected, the operator pro-
poses a bus switching action. First, the agent samples a set of ac-
tions using the Boltzmann function [81] and the current action
values. This function has a temperature parameter that controls
how much the agent should explore unfamiliar actions. By an-
nealing the temperature over the course of training, this policy
allows the agent to improve, while avoiding low-valued actions,
which is critical because some actions immediately destabilize the
grid. Then, for each sampled action, the agent simulates its ef-
fects on the grid1 and scores it. Each simulation returns the sim-
ulated next observation and a reward. If the simulated next ob-
servation is terminal, the action is eliminated. If not, the action
is scored based on how many lines are above their capabilities
and how many were disconnected due to prolonged overflow or
cascading failures. These counts are combined with the function,
𝑓 (𝜌𝑡 ) = −#(𝜌𝑡 > 1) − 2#(𝜌𝑡 > 1.5) − 3#(𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠),
where 𝜌𝑡 is the ratio of the current power flowing through each
line divided by the line’s thermal limit at time t, #(·) is a function
that returns how many power lines satisfy the condition, and the
coefficients were chosen to assign a higher penalty to actions that
result in more line overflows or more lines that are disconnected by
cascading failures. 𝑓 (·) is combined with the immediate, simulated
reward in the following: 𝑓 (𝜌𝑡 ) + 𝑐1𝑟𝑡 , where 𝑐1 is a constant to
allow prioritization of the overflow or the immediate reward, 𝑟𝑡 .
The policy ranks actions according to this quantity and returns the
action with the maximum score.

5 DETECTING CYBERATTACKS

DRAGON’s second objective is to detect cyberattacks. This section
describes the RL problem we design to accomplish this objective.

5.1 Detection Problem Design

Wedesign our attack detection problem as a POMDP, which consists
of a hidden state space, observations, and actions. Furthermore, we
design a custom reward function for our detector agent to detect
attacks while minimizing the FPR.
Hidden State Space and Agent Action Set. For this problem, we
design a custom state space that tracks when the grid is under attack
using three states: pre-attack, post-attack, and wait. In a state,
this agent has two possible actions: detect an attack or continue
normal operation. To model the interactions between the detector
agent and the hidden state, we present a state transition diagram

1As the operator does not have access to the true next loads and generation, the
simulation uses forecasted values that are imprecise.
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in Figure 2 where solid arrows represent transitions caused by the
detector agent with their associated rewards and dotted arrows
represent transitions caused by attackers. If the agent detects an
attack, the system transitions to the wait state. This state is terminal
because the agent detected the current attack. Revisiting theMetcalf
attack, afterDRAGON detects the attack on the transformer and the
system transitions to the wait state, the operator would investigate
the situation and ideally identify the cyber intrusion that caused
the event and remove any attacker tools from the OT network,
preventing further damage to the grid.
Detection Observation Features. We design the observations
for this problem such that the agent receives sufficient information
to accurately detect attacks. The observation has three components:
the operator agent’s previous and current observation and the con-
trol command deployed. All of these components are needed to
detect power line disconnection and FDIAs. When an attacker dis-
connects a line and poisons the operator’s observation, the current
operator observation is likely to appear different from what was
expected because the true grid measurements are replaced with
fake values. By examining the three observation components, the
agent can detect this inconsistency. We found that the agent had
difficulty detecting attacks with this raw information. To highlight
the important features, we process these components by computing
the difference between the two observations and only reporting
measurement differences related to power line statuses and the
grid’s topography. This feature selection process helps the agent
focus on differences that line disconnection attacks cause.
Detector Agent Rewards. To train our detector agent, we design
a reward function, based on domain knowledge. Ideally, our agent
would choose the detect action at the first timestep of an attack
for a FNR of 0 and continue otherwise for a FPR of 0. Our reward
function guides the agent towards this policy. If the agent detects an
attack when no attack is happening, this results in a false positive
(FP) and the agent receives a penalty proportional to how different
the poisoned observation is from the expected observation, scaled
by a constant 𝑐2: when attacks cause more grid disturbance, our
agent should detect the attack with higher confidence. When a
false negative (FN) occurs, a penalty is returned that increases
in magnitude as the attack (that started at timestep 𝜏) remains
undetected, scaled by a constant 𝑐3. This encourages the agent
to minimize the attacker’s dwell time and the damage caused by
the attack. Otherwise, the agent receives a reward of 0. Given the
detector action, 𝑎𝑡 , real and simulated observations, 𝑜𝑡+1, and 𝑜𝑡+1,
and the mean differences between features of the simulated and
real observations, 𝑜 , computed prior to training the detection agent,
the rewards are assigned as follows:

𝑟 (𝑎𝑡 , 𝑜𝑡+1, 𝑜𝑡+1, 𝜏) =


−𝑐2

| |𝑜𝑡+1−𝑜𝑡+1 | |
𝑜 FP, 𝑎𝑡 = detect

−𝑐3 |𝑡 − 𝜏 | FN, 𝑎𝑡 = continue

0 otherwise.

5.2 Detection Decision Selection

To decide whether to detect an attack or continue normal opera-
tion, our agent leverages a well-known RL policy, called the epsilon
greedy policy [81]. This policy trades off exploration and exploita-
tion by choosing the action with the maximum action value (i.e.,
exploitation) a certain percent of the time and choosing a random
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Figure 3:DRAGON’s training process, which used distributed

resources to accelerate training.

action (i.e., exploration) the rest of the time. The exploration percent-
age starts high to allow the agent to explore. As training progresses,
this percentage decreases, allowing the agent to exploit what it has
learned. We found this to be effective at detecting attacks.

6 TRAINING PROCEDURE

After defining our operation and detection problems, we now dis-
cuss how DRAGON uses DRL algorithms to train agents to solve
each problem. DRAGON’s training framework leverages proposed
distributed training algorithms [10, 58, 60, 79] to accelerate training.

Figure 3 shows DRAGON’s training process. First, DRAGON
spawns multiple Actor and Trainer processes. Each Actor con-
tains an independent problem setup, shown in Figure 1. As the
operator and detector agents interact with the grid, they generate
observations, actions, and rewards, collectively termed experiences.
Periodically, 1 the agents send these experiences to replay mem-
ories. Simultaneously, each Trainer 2 samples batches of experi-
ences from memory and performs forward and backward passes
over the neural network-based policies with the experiences to
calculate gradients. Next, 3 all Trainers perform synchronous
all_reduce operations to compute averaged gradients. Finally, 4
the Trainers update the networks’ parameters using the averaged
gradients and share the updated policies with the Actors.

7 EVALUATION SETUP

In this section, we describe DRAGON’s implementation and intro-
duce the metrics that we use to measure its performance. Finally,
we briefly explain our training parameters.
Implementation. DRAGON leverages Grid2Op [15]: an open-
source grid simulation and RL python package, which uses a steady-
state, C++ KLU power solver with 5 minute timesteps. Grid2Op pro-
vides a RL framework that enables artificial agents to take actions on
the grid and observe the consequences. Additionally, Grid2Op auto-
mates several common controls present in real power grids, includ-
ing automatic generation control, voltage control, and over-current
protection. By automating these controls, Grid2Op allows the opera-
tor agent to focus on recovering from attacks. Each agent’s policy is
represented by a Deep Recurrent Q Network (DRQN) [32], written
using Pytorch [67]. This model uses a Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) network to compute action value. We chose this model be-
cause it has been shown to achieve higher performance in partially
observable environments compared to the Double DQN [85] used
by past winners of the L2RPN competition [48].
Experimental Design. We evaluated DRAGON using the IEEE
14 bus transmission system, which contains 20 power lines, 14 sub-
stations, 11 loads, and 4 generators. This grid is commonly used in
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recent research papers [59, 71] and during L2RPN competitions [70]
as a representative grid topology. We enhance their threat model
by including FDIAs. We used 1,002 load and generation profiles,
prepared by RTE, each one is a month long, which span differ-
ent months and years. These profiles provide a diverse dataset to
evaluate the generalizability of DRAGON.

For the grid operation experiments, we report the operator reward
and number of steps survived, averaged over the profiles. A higher
step count translates to customers receiving reliable power for
longer. When evaluating DRAGON’s detection performance, we
measure the true positive rate (recall), precision, F1 score, dwell
time, and false positive and false negative rates. The first three
metrics are common for classification problems while the last two
rates are important for security because they quantify the number
of false alarms an analyst will have to investigate and the number
of undetected attacks respectively. Finally, we report the dwell time
of the attack as it is critical to detect attacks as soon as possible to
reduce damage and maximize availability.

During evaluation, we employ cross-validation with three folds
over the set of training profiles per best practices [93]. Before run-
ning cross-validation, we performed hyperparameter optimization,
with a held out validation set to select themodel architectures, learn-
ing rate schedules, gamma, and batch size. We used the ASHA [46]
algorithm to find high performing network structures and then
population based training [37] to optimize the other hyperparame-
ters (See [44] for specific hyperparameter settings). Training runs
for a pre-defined number of learning steps (i.e., synchronized up-
dates to the weights of the agents’ policy networks), set to balance
sufficient evaluation performance and reasonable training times:
50,000 for the operator agent and 25,000 for the detector agent. In
our evaluation, results are averaged over all folds.
Attack Strategies. We study DRAGON’s performance against
two different types of attack strategies proposed by RTE. First, the
Weighed Random Attacker [62] selects a line to disconnect prob-
abilistically, weighted by the line’s current percent capacities. The
attacker disconnects its targeted line and blocks any attempt by
the operator to act on the line for 48 timesteps (4 hours). Then,
the attacker releases control of the line and randomly selects a
time within the next 24 hours to attack next. The second attacker
type is the Geometric Attacker, which uses the same settings as
the weighted random, except for the attack length. This attacker
deploys attacks of variable lengths, sampled from a geometric dis-
tribution. Finally, we restrict both attackers to target lines in a
defined subset of the grid to replicate the likely reconnaissance
efforts an attacker would use to identify and target the most critical
lines. We explain the details of this reduction in Appendix C. When
deploying FDIAs, the attackers generate false measurements in
the same manner as the Harvey malware [25], by simulating the
intended operator command and injecting measurements from the
simulated outcome. An important concern when leveraging ML
for security is the potential for mimicry attacks where an attacker
intentionally appear benign to the detector. By adopting Harvey’s
FDIA technique, we expose DRAGON to such mimicry attacks so
that our agent learns how to detect these sophisticated attacks as
demonstrated in our experimental evaluation.

Table 2: Themean of the total episode steps and rewards with

different attacker types. DRAGON outperforms the baseline,

Oroas [4], in all scenarios.

Attacker Operator Steps Reward

None Oroas 1632.17 586.28
DRAGON 5032.44 3694.28

Weighted Random
No FDIA Oroas 770.36 447.22

DRAGON 4284.34 2973.51

FDIA Oroas 807.53 472.17
DRAGON 1033.38 635.33

Geometric
No FDIA Oroas 1153.62 726.56

DRAGON 3045.50 2045.42

FDIA Oroas 1169.50 737.44
DRAGON 1678.18 1059.54

8 EVALUATION

Our evaluation seeks to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: How effectively can DRAGON maintain reliable power
when the grid is under cyberattack?

RQ2: Can DRAGON detect more cyberattacks with a smaller
attack dwell time than state-of-the-art?

RQ3: How robust is DRAGON to different types of attackers?
RQ4: To what degree does the distributed training procedure

improve the efficiency of training?

8.1 Maintaining Reliable Grid Operation

To answer RQ1, we trained and evaluated DRAGON’s operator
agent against no attacker and the two attack strategies introduced
in Section 7, with and without FDIAs. As DRAGON’s first core
objective is to maintain a reliable grid for as long as possible, we
report the number of steps survived and the total reward obtained
during a scenario. Our baseline operator is the 2020 L2RPN second
place solution, Oroas [4], which also used DRL and expert heuristics.
We chose the second place as a baseline because the first place’s
training code was not released, preventing comparison. Instead, we
trained the second place against all our attackers. Their DRL policy
is warm-started with a supervised network trained to propose the
control command that reduces the lines’ percent capacity the most.
Then, they employ Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) to train the
policy. We run PPO training until we observed the average reward
plato (500 epochs).

We present the experimental results in Table 2. For every attacker
type, DRAGON outperforms Oroas, maintaining reliable power for
longer. On average, our system maintains a reliable grid for 1908.1
more steps (a 225.5% improvement), which translates to 159 hours
of reliable power more than the baseline. DRAGON achieves these
results because of how we incorporate domain knowledge differ-
ently than the baseline. After DRAGON’s policy network outputs
potential commands, each command is simulated to identify and
avoid potential negative effects to the grid. In contrast, the Oroas
team uses domain knowledge in a pretraining phase to learn initial
weights for a policy network, instead of verifying the safety of each
action before sending it to the grid. Although reasonably effective,
this approach does not prevent a harmful action from being chosen
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Table 3: Attack detection metrics against the attackers.

DRAGON reports a significantly smaller false negative rate

than the cumsum [26].
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CUMSUM 12.4 7.36 3.21 4.47 0.18 96.79
DRAGON 10.3 6.81 95.38 12.71 5.68 4.62

Geometric CUMSUM 32.29 20.1 56.3 29.63 0.45 43.7
DRAGON 4.28 1.07 90.35 2.12 17.01 9.65

by the operator agent and damaging the grid, leading to terminal
states and a lower, average step count than DRAGON.

The second finding is that DRAGON’s method of operating the
grid in the face of FDIAs is more effective compared to prior work.
Our operator survives 305 more steps against FDIAs (a 37.4% im-
provement) compared to the baseline. A key difference between
these two agents is that DRAGON’s operator has additional fea-
tures that measure the difference between the observation and the
operator’s simulation of the intended control action. These features
indicate that the agent should respond differently compared to
normal conditions. Also, DRAGON bases its action selection on a
sequence of past observations, rather than the most recent observa-
tion. This provides more information about recent events on the
grid, such as attacks, compared to the Oroas system.

8.2 Attack Detection

To answer RQ2, we train DRAGON’s detection component against
each attacker with FDIAs. If the attacker does not use FDIAs, the
detector could use the expected outcome of a command to detect
attacks. As a baseline, we use a cumulative sum, stateful ICS detec-
tor [26] (cumsum) that showed superior detection results in recent
power grid research papers [3, 49] as well as top security confer-
ences [9, 82]. This method learns normal behavior in different states
and raises an alert when the sum of residuals exceeds a threshold.
We define our state as the control command deployed during the
last transition because the same command has similar effects on
the grid. When tuning the detection threshold, we tested values
ranging from 0.01 to 0.5 and selected the value that reported the
lowest FNR, as shown in Figure 6 in Appendix D.

In Table 3, we would like to highlight that DRAGON has a sig-
nificantly lower FNR compared to cumsum, with a 92.2% reduction
and a 34.1% reduction against the weighted random and geometric
attackers respectively. Although cumsum has been used success-
fully to detect cyberattacks in ICS and smart grids in particular,
this experiment shows that it is ineffective at detecting our so-
phisticated attacks. By using grid simulation software, our stealthy
attackers can inject false measurements that are close enough to the
expected outcome of the control command such that the stateful
residual is almost always less than the cumsum threshold. In par-
ticular, attackers can use the grid’s state estimation tool to forecast
the effects of the intended control command on the current grid
state and inject the expected values, resulting in a small residual.
Hence, cumsum misses many attacks, resulting in a high FNR. In
contrast, DRAGON detects more attacks by considering a sequence
of previous observations and employing non-linear activations in

its policy model that can learn more nuanced indicators of attack
as well as non-attack transitions. This allows DRAGON to detect
more attacks than the cumsum approach, resulting in a significantly
lower FNR and reduced damage to the grid.DRAGON reports an av-
erage FPR of 11.4%. When detecting the weighted random attacker,
DRAGON reports the best performance with a 95.4% TPR and 5.7%
FPR. This is a 92.2% increase in TPR with only a 5.5% increase in
FPR. Although DRAGON’s performance decreases when detecting
the geometric attacker, it still achieves a 34.1% reduction in the
FNR, compared to the cumsum detector. As a low FNR is the most
critical in security, a higher FPR is an acceptable trade-off to benefit
from DRAGON’s enhanced detection capabilities. In future work,
we plan to investigate additional FP reduction mechanisms such as
incorporating features from the control network.

Despite DRAGON’s TPR and FNR improvements, cumsum
achieves lower FPRs and higher precision. When setting the cum-
sum threshold, we simulated the power flow with no attacks and
selected a threshold such that the FPR was close to zero, as the
authors recommend [26]. With this setting, the cumulative sum of
residuals rarely exceeds the threshold during normal operations,
leading to a lower FPR and higher precision, compared toDRAGON.

Additionally, DRAGON detects attacks 15.1 minutes faster than
cumsum, on average. For context, in the Metcalf motivating exam-
ple, the operator responded to the attack within an hour, restoring
the system to a reliable state [86]. To further quantify our detector’s
timeliness, we compute the percent of the attack that is completed
before being detected by comparing the dwell time with the 4 hour
maximum attack length. On average, the attacker only completes
6.3% of its planned attack prior to being detected, vs. cumsum,which
detects attacks after 46.6% of the attack is completed. As DRAGON
detects attacks much earlier than cumsum, it is well-suited to de-
tect attacks on power grids early, triggering an incident response
investigation, and significantly reducing the damage these attacks
inflict while also preventing threat fatigue with its low FPRs.

To understand challenging situations for our detector agent, we
analyzed false detection decisions in-depth. We can classify FN
cases into two situations: the attacker completes its entire attack or
the operator agent fails to maintain grid stability at which point the
scenario ends. In the latter case, which accounts for 27.3% of the
FNs, there are fewer opportunities for the detector to flag the attack
compared to other attack instances that last the entire 4 hours. By
improving the operator agent, the number of cases where an attack
goes undetected because the scenario terminates would decrease.

For FPs, there were two prevalent cases. First, a FP occurredwhen
the operator took actions that modified a particular substation (i.e.,
substation 5 of the IEEE 14 model in Figure 5 in Appendix D), but
did not cause any components to change their bus assignment.
This could happen if some of the targeted components are already
connected to the intended bus in the substation, resulting in little
change to the measurements for the components around substation
5, similar to what the operator would expect to see if an attacker
returned simulated measurements rather than the true observation,
leading to the FP. This case accounts for 72.2% of the FPs for the
DRAGON detector. Second, a small amount of FPs (19.4%) occurred
when the control command acted on one of the lines targeted by
the attacker. Such actions can cause similar grid transitions as an
attack on the line would, causing the detector to suspect an attack.
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8.3 Operator Robustness

When deployed in practice, DRAGON will likely encounter differ-
ent types of attackers than the types it was trained against. As
DRAGON’s operator agent must still maintain reliable power in
such situations, we evaluated all possible pairs of training/testing
against our attackers to assess this capability. We report the opera-
tor’s performance in Table 4.

When evaluated against no attacker, the operator, trained against
the weighted random attacker, performs the best. This operator
agent maintained grid reliability for 1822.8 more steps (a 26.6% im-
provement) on average, compared to the operator trained against
no attacker. By including an attacker in the training process, the
grid is put into more diverse states as lines are disconnected, allow-
ing the operator to collect more interesting experiences related to
responding to hazardous events. The trainers use these experiences
to train a better model, leading to the performance improvement.

Similarly, this experiment shows that it is always preferable to
include an attacker during training. In fact, the operator, trained
against the weighted random attacker, outperforms the operator
trained against no attacker by 2278.98 steps (189.92 hours), on
average. This suggests that this attacker is the best to use while
training an operator agent. Compared to the geometric attacker,
the weighted random attacker always attacks a line for the full 4
hour attack period, but the geometric attacker sometimes performs
shorter attacks. By maximizing the length of attacks, the weighted
random attacker challenges the operator most during training, gen-
erating more experiences related to attack response. Therefore, the
trainers sample the attack response experiences more and produce
a higher performing attack response policy.

Finally, we found that training an operator agent with FDIAs en-
abled does not produce a superior operator when evaluated against
FDIAs. On average, an operator trained against FDIAs survives
1021.3 fewer steps compared to the operator trained without FDIAs.
The core challenge of training against FDIAs is that the opera-
tor agent is not given as much of an opportunity to learn attack
response skills. Specifically, during FDIAs, the operator is given
poisoned observations, which are incorporated into the DRL policy
during training, corrupting the model. In contrast, when there are
no FDIAs, the operator’s policy is trained with correct measure-
ments, which improves the operator’s attack response skills, This
indicates that it is better to train an operator agent without FDIAs
to prepare it for attackers with and without FDIAs.

8.4 Case Study: Metcalf Substation Incident

In this case study, we provide insights on how DRAGON would re-
spond to ourmotivating example of theMetcalf attack.We adapt the
physical attack into a cyberattack by providing MITRE Techniques,
Tactics, and Procedures (TTPs) [57], previously leveraged against
power grids [45], which could be used to cause the Metcalf incident.
The overall attack plan is to infect one of the PLCs in the Metcalf
substation to disconnect a power line and cause cascading outages.
First, attackers would gain a foothold in the utility company using
a wide range of techniques, such as spearfishing attachments (TTP
T0865). Next, attackers would likely conduct reconnaissance using
the standard OPC protocol to map the OT network as seen in the
HAVEX malware [17] (Automated Collection, T0802). At this point,
the attacker has knowledge of what devices are used to operate

the grid and is prepared to craft their attack. As they do not want
to be flagged by IT security measures (AV, firewall, etc.), they de-
cide to target the PLC that controls the status of the targeted line.
After crafting malicious firmware updates, the attacker can use
strategies adopted by the HARVEY malware to infect the PLC [25]
(System Firmware, T0857). Once the attacker-developed firmware
is running on the PLC, it blocks commands from the control center
that try to modify the line (Denial of Control, T0813). Also, when
sending measurement data to the operator, the malicious firmware
modifies values to hide evidence of their attack from the operator
(Denial of View, T0815). The weighted random attacker deploys
this attack and thus we complete this case study using the operator
and detector agents trained against this attacker.
Detection of Metcalf Inspired Attack. We first investigate how
this cyberattackwould be detected byDRAGON. Our detector agent
benefits from the operator agent by detecting when operator com-
mands cause unexpected changes to the next observation of the
grid, due to interference from cyberattacks. In contrast, many prior
ICS detection work compares a single observation to a model of ex-
pected behavior, losing the additional context of how the particular
command affects the grid. To showcase this novelty, we examined
the detector agent’s observations where all of the discrete informa-
tion (i.e. bus bar topology, line connectivity) matched when under
attack vs. not under attack. This information is straightforward for
the attacker to predict and poison the measurements accordingly.

We notice a difference in the real power measurements when
comparing transitions under attack vs. not. The real power value
differences averaged 19.7 with an attacker, but 27.5 without an
attacker. The power values depend on the generator and load set-
points and how the power distributes itself throughout the grid.
Even though the generator schedules are fairly predictable, loads
are stochastic as they change depending on usage. As such, when
an attacker injects loads that match the operator’s simulated next
observation closely, it raises suspicion because the values are unex-
pectedly accurate. These values cascade to the real power values
injected by the attacker and the detector’s policy can identify this
cascading effect to detect the Metcalf inspired attack
Operator Response to Metcalf Inspired Attack. Next, we ana-
lyze how the operator agent would respond to this attack. In one
attack, the line between substations 3 and 4 is disconnected. This
removes a path for power from generator 0 to flow to the top right
of the grid. To improve power flow, our operator reconfigures sub-
station 1 such that the generator and one line are transferred to
their own bus. This focuses the power from generator 0 to parts
of the grid that were partially cut off from sufficient power due to
the attack. During a different attack, the line between substations 2
and 3 is disconnected, removing 1 of 4 lines between a significant
portion of the generation and the loads in the network. Then, the
power is constrained to the other 3 main lines, overloading the line
between substations 1 and 4. To relieve this overflow, DRAGON
proposes to switch a line in substation 4 to the same bus as the
overloaded line to draw power away from this line.

8.5 Training Runtime

As the size of the grid increases, DRAGON will require more train-
ing data to learn effectively. One approach to address that problem
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Table 4: The mean steps and rewards with different combinations of attacker types.

Evaluation Attacker Type

No FDIA FDIA

None Weighted Random Geometric Weighted Random Geometric

Training Attacker Steps Reward Steps Reward Steps Reward Steps Reward Steps Reward

None 5032.44 3694.28 825.57 473.59 1525.17 997.41 644.16 349.55 1394.77 905.754

No FDIA Weighted Random 6855.25 4975.09 4284.34 2973.51 5110.82 3640.03 1456.75 937.13 3109.83 2142
Geometric 6765.21 4658.99 2064.73 1340.6 3045.5 2045.42 1084.36 650.69 2154.28 1410.1

FDIA Weighted Random 4556.41 3257.46 2110.88 1416.41 2659.6 1813.37 1033.38 635.33 1860.01 1228.12
Geometric 4769.58 3267.24 1914.97 1194.15 2861.48 1878.02 703.02 380.92 1678.18 1059.54
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Figure 4: The Training times for running 1,000 policy updates

with varying number of learners.

without extended training time is parallel training. To demonstrate
that our training framework can scale to a larger number of train-
ers, we report how long DRAGON took to train an operator agent
against no attacker for 1,000 learning steps with different numbers
of distributed trainers in Figure 4. By using ten trainers instead of
one, we reduced the training time by 25%. Increasing the number
of trainers to 20, the training time reduced to 19% of serial training
runtime. This speed up can be harnessed to perform more training
iterations in the same amount of time to accelerate learning.

9 DISCUSSION

DRAGON is a system that learns how to detect cyberattacks on the
grid while simultaneously maintaining reliable power by proposing
control commands to human grid operators. Our extensive evalu-
ation shows that DRAGON can maintain reliable power for 159.1
more hours, compared to a state-of-the-art, RL-based grid operator.
Also,DRAGON’s detection agent significantly outperforms a recent
ICS attack detection system by reducing the FNR by 34.1% - 92.2%
and detecting attacks 15.1 minutes sooner.
Future Work. As future work, we are interested in exploring how
to integrate the incident response process into our autonomous
operator framework to remove attackers from the network. Ad-
ditionally, we are interested in defending against attackers that
intentionally poison DRL policies, proposed by Wu et al. [89]. In
robotics, Mandlekar et al. [52], proposed augmenting the train-
ing procedure of robots with adversarial examples, which could
potentially be applicable to power grids.

Additionally, there are other ML approaches, besides RL, that
could accelerate DRAGON’s training process. The subfield of weak
supervision reduces the need for extensive, high-quality labeled
training data by using heuristics to generate noisy labels and then

using ML models to more accurately label a large set of unlabeled
data [69]. Since there are heuristics related to power grid control,
weak supervision could be an effective way to generalize these
heuristics and propose control commands in unexpected situations.
As it might be challenging to specify sufficient heuristics up front,
interactive weak supervision can incrementally refine them [5].
Limitations. We conclude our discussion with a few limitations of
DRAGON and suggest mitigations. First, the operator agent relies
on the ability to execute commands correctly during attacks to
maintain grid reliability. If the attacker compromises this channel,
the operator may not be able to withstand the attack. One potential
mitigation is to add a layer of encryption to the commands, as sug-
gested by Dan and Sandberg [13], to detect command modifications.
Another limitation is the size of the grid used in our evaluation (a
grid with 14 substations). In reality, power grids can have thousands
of substations, which would increase the size of the observations,
the number of actions, and would likely increase the training time.
By adding more computing resources during training, the computa-
tion that one Trainer has to complete would likely not increase to
an unreasonable amount, keeping training times from exploding.

10 RELATEDWORK

ICS Attack Detection. Past work uses statistical analysis [23, 28,
36, 68], physical models [2, 82], or state-based modeling [7, 26] to
detect ICS attacks. Although these methods can detect noisy attacks,
sophisticated attackers can blend into normal system behavior [2].
Other methods use network activity [28, 31, 74, 83, 92] or tim-
ing [36, 68] aspects to detect attacks. Flow-based approaches [36, 74]
analyze abnormal function codes, but are evaded by modern attacks
that use legitimate ICS commands. Techniques that detect attacks
on PLCs using formal verification [80] or control flow monitor-
ing [8, 22, 90] either do not protect PLCs directly in the field or
raise FPs when the PLC’s control programs are updated. By lever-
aging the predictability of some ICS systems, specification-based
detection methods [22, 28, 56] use state machines to ensure that
the physical processes obey given transitions and detect attacks
that deviate. Although effective, these methods suffer from state
space explosion when the number of state is very large such as our
application of the power grid [80]. One strategy to overcome this
state space explosion, as we leverage in this work, is ML. Supervised
learning has been used to detect attacks [50, 51, 78, 87]. However,
in adversarial environments where operators have partial visibility,
labeled datasets are challenging to accurately create. RL algorithms
have been successful applied in these instances such that the al-
gorithm learns to detect attacks with limited knowledge [1, 43].
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Lastly, Shekari et al. [73] propose an IDS based on radio frequencies
that compares the magnetic field measurements of substations with
global lightning data to detect discrepancies and possible attacks.

11 CONCLUSION

DRAGON is a system that operates a power grid and detects cy-
berattacks by learning through experience collected by interacting
with a grid simulator. Our system actively explores potential attacks
that maximize the damage to the grid to improve and prepare the
operator agent. Our evaluation shows that DRAGON can maintain
reliable power delivery by learning how to respond to anomalies in
the grid. Our system detected 92.9% of attacks 15.05 minutes before
the baseline. These early detection signals allows grid operators to
intervene and facilitate effective incident response operations.
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A POWER SYSTEMS BACKGROUND

Electric power grids consists of three components: generation, trans-
mission, and distribution [19, 27, 88]. Generators (e.g. nuclear or gas
power plants, solar installations, and wind turbines) inject power
into transmission networks, which transport electricity through
a network of transmission lines to substations. From substations,
power is distributed to customers (loads) via a distribution grid.
A small example of a transmission grid is shown in Figure 5 in
Appendix D.

Transmission systems must be operated in a stable and secure
state to ensure reliable power delivery. A key quantity for evaluating
grid performance is how close each power line is to its thermal limit
– the maximum amount of power that can flow through a line
before it becomes overloaded. If a line is overloaded for a prolonged
amount of time, it will generally be de-energized by automated
protective relays to prevent physical damage. As a result of line
outages, power must be re-routed through other portions of the
transmission system and generation may have to be re-dispatched
to serve load. Such re-configuration may in turn lead to overflows
on other lines, with cascading impacts. Ultimately, transmission and
generation should be operated such that transmission line thermal
limits are satisfied and all demand is met.

B DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Reinforcement learning is the process of learning what actions
to take in different situations to maximize a reward signal over
time by interacting with the environment and collecting experi-
ences [81]. This sequential decision-making problem is often for-
malized as a Markov decision process (MDP), which is defined as
a tuple ⟨S,A,𝑇 ,R⟩. Here, S is the set of states, A is the set of
actions, 𝑇 : S × A × S → [0, 1] is the transition function that
assigns a probability distribution over potential next states, given
the current state and selected action, and R : S × A × S → R
is the reward function that returns a real-valued reward for each
transition. Here the goal is to learn a policy, 𝜋 : S → A, such that
the expected total discounted reward or return denoted 𝑅, obtained
over time is maximized. After fixing a discount factor 𝛾 ∈ (0, 1],
the return is defined as 𝑅 =

∑𝑁
𝑡=0 𝛾

𝑡𝑟𝑡 , where 𝑟𝑡 is the reward ob-
tained at timestep 𝑡 when policy 𝜋 is followed2. The return is used
to trade off immediate and long-term reward. A common RL al-
gorithm is Q-Learning [81], which, after each action, updates the
estimated value of a state, action pair using the following formula:
𝑄𝑡+1 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) = (1 − 𝛼)𝑄𝑡 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) + 𝛼 [𝑟𝑡 + 𝛾 max

𝑎∈A
𝑄𝑡 (𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑎)] where

𝑄𝑡 (·, ·) is the action value function that takes a state 𝑠𝑡 and ac-
tion 𝑎𝑡 and returns the agent’s action value estimate at timestep
t and 𝛼 is the learning rate. Then, the agent’s policy is defined as
𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 ) = argmax𝑎∈A𝑄 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎).

Applying this framework to real-world problems, such as cyber-
security, requires two extensions: partial observability and function
approximation. With partial observability, the agent does not see
certain aspects of the current state. This resembles reality where
perfectly measuring each component of the power grid is infea-
sible. For example, when an attacker de-energizes a power line,
2Each timestep consists of taking an action in the current state, and receiving a reward
and next state.
the operator does not know whether the event was caused by an

attack or a natural hazard. To represent such hidden information, a
partial-observable Markov decision process (POMDP) is needed. A
POMDP is defined as a tuple ⟨S,A,𝑇 , 𝑅,Ω,𝑂⟩ where the first four
terms define a MDP [39]. Instead of receiving the current state of
the environment, the agent receives an observation drawn from the
set of observations Ω according to the function𝑂 : S×A → Π(Ω),
which returns a probability distribution over possible observations,
given a state and an action. The goal is still to learn a policy that
maximizes the return, however this policy now maps observations
to action instead of states giving 𝜋 : 𝑂 → A. In reality, agents must
operate in large state-action spaces. In realistic domains, the number
of possible observations and actions can grow very large. In such in-
stances, the method of estimating a value for each state/observation
is infeasible. Instead, function approximators replace traditional,
tabular data structures [81]. In DRL, neural networks are used to
approximate value functions (named policy networks).

C INTELLIGENT ATTACK SPACE DESIGN

The attackers we consider in this work can disable powerlines for
a period of time. We assume that our attackers can obtain prior
knowledge of the grid configuration and use this knowledge to tar-
get a subset of power lines that would be most challenging for the
operator to respond to. To identify this subset, we leverage research
on heuristic based, multi-start optimization, following methods
described by György and Kocsis [29]. These methods sample a pool
of initial starting points and perform a sequence of local improve-
ment steps, guided by a fitness function, to produce final points
that satisfy a desired fitness level. We apply this algorithm to our
task of attack space creation by defining a sample, an improvement
step and a fitness function to guide the optimization.

First, a sample is defined as a subset of powerlines. Next, we
define two samples to be neighbors if one can be obtained from
the other by removing and adding a line. To evaluate a sample’s
fitness, we measure the ability of the operator agent to respond to
attacks that are drawn from the sample by comparing how long
our operator, trained without an attacker, maintains the grid to
an operator that does not take actions against a weighted random
attacker with the given set of targeted lines. After running the two
agents, we compute the differences between the number of steps
reached by each agent. This difference is used as a heuristic for
the local search as it captures the intuition that an agent trained
with no attacker learns to respond to hazards such as overloaded
powerline being automatically disconnected. If our agent performs
worse compared to an operator who does not take any actions,
the attacks drawn from the current subset are challenging for the
operator and the subset is a good candidate for our attacker. We
start by drawing 50 random attack sets to begin searching from.
Then, we run a local search process starting from each set until
the attacker exceeds a target threshold used to define a sufficiently
challenging attacker. We collect the samples in which our agent
maintained the grid for fewer steps than the agent that takes no
actions in 30% of the test scenarios. The final set is constructed by
selecting the lines that were seen with the highest frequency within
the identified sample sets. We enforced a fixed attack space size of
17% of the powerlines to target, as this is the size used during the
L2RPN 2020 competition.
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Figure 6: Results for the cumulative sum detector against the

geometric and weighted random attackers.

Table 5: Power grid observation features.

Features Description

Active and reactive
power, voltages

For each generator and line, these features de-
scribe the power flow in the grid

Generator dispatch
levels and loads

These value capture the requirements of the
operator related to how much power exists and
how much demand exists

Grid connectivity
These features tell the operator what bus each
line is connected to and the available paths that
power can be routed through

Percent line capaci-
ties

For each line, these features help the agent iden-
tity possible overflows and take action to mini-
mize their impacts

D POWER GRIDS

Figure 5 shows a visual representation of the power grid used for
the evaluation. The numbered circles represent substations that

are connected with powerlines. The green outlined pentagons are
generators and the yellow triangles are loads.
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Figure 5: Pictures of the IEEE 14 power grid used in our eval-

uation.

Also, Table 5 shows the different features used by the agents for
each grid observation and also defines each type.

E HYPERPARAMETERS

The exploration parameters were set manually by the authors to
ensure that the respective agents sufficiently explore the problem
space and slowly begin to decrease exploration as learner continues.
For the Boltzmann starting temperatures, the value was set such
that the probability distribution started close to uniform and all the
actionswere tried. The ending temperatureswere set such that there
was at least one action with probability noticeably greater than the
uniform probability. Finally, the decay rate and frequencies for the
Boltzmann politics were configured so that the agent’s performance
increased throughout the process, indicating sufficient exploration
to learn useful information. Similar heuristics were used to set
set the epsilon hyperparameters for the epsilon greedy, detection
policy.
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